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Abstract

Digitisation of our cultural heritage has created vast digital archives, many of which are publicly 

accessible via the web. However, publicly accessible does not necessarily mean that the content of the 

collection is truly accessible to the wider public. The reason for this is that the standard interface for 

accessing the collections is the search box. This is very effective for experienced users who have the 

information seeking skills and domain knowledge to formulate appropriate queries, but for the less 

knowledgeable users the white search box represents a significant hurdle. This group of users require a 

generous interface that provides them with an overview over the collection and the ability to explore it, 

without having to explicitly enter a search keyword. In this chapter we discuss a range of existing 



approaches that have been used to provide less knowledgeable users with such interfaces and then 

present the Digital Museum Map, an algorithm and interface for automatically generating a virtual 

museum interface for an unstructured collection, that can then be explored by browsing through the 

virtual museum.

Introduction 

Digitisation of our cultural heritage by galleries, libraries, archives, and museums (GLAM) has created 

vast digital archives, many of which are publicly accessible via the web. These archives should, in 

theory, widen access to our digital cultural heritage (DCH), however, in practice, GLAM websites 

frequently experience bounce rates of over 60%, meaning they lose more than half of their visitors 

after the first page (Hall et al., 2012b; Walsh et al., 2020). This mirrors a common complaint in the 

wider field of digital libraries: “So what use are the digital libraries, if all they do is put digitally 

unusable information on the web?” (Borgmann, 2010). 

Users visit GLAM websites for a wide range of reasons, ranging from professional work goals to pure 

leisure activities. They may be planning a physical visit to the GLAM, to find out about the institution 

itself, to buy something from its online shop, or to explore the GLAM’s digital holdings. Some may be 

visiting to find something specific, some may be looking for more general inspiration, and some purely to

spend some time. The visitors’ degrees of background knowledge and expertise will also vary 

significantly. Supporting this vast range of potential visitor requirements is of course very difficult, 

however the very high bounce rates experienced by GLAM websites indicates that there is a significant 

fraction of the potential visitors, for whom the current provisions do not work.

Out of the range of user characteristics and goals for visiting GLAM websites this chapter will focus on 

supporting access to the GLAM’s digital holdings, in particular for users who have a less focused goal or 

less domain expertise. The reason for this is that focused search and high-expertise users are already 



served quite well by the most common interface for accessing the digital holdings: the search box.  

However, Koch et al. (2006), Ruecker et al. (2011), and Walsh et al. (2020) show that the majority of 

users prefer to use browsing a navigation structure as the way to access the information they are 

seeking. Browsing, as a concept, covers a wide range of behaviours (Bates, 1989; Rice et al., 2001; Bates, 

2007), but for the purposes of this chapter we use a very broad definition of a browsing-based interface 

as one that allows the user to interact with a collection without having to explicitly enter a search 

keyword. A search system may be running in the background, but this must either not be visible to the 

user or interaction with the search system must be an optional extra.

Our focus is on browsing because for users with less domain expertise or less focused goals the blank 

search box is a known and significant barrier (Belkin, 1982; Whitelaw, 2015). These kinds of users are 

also more likely to visit in a leisure, rather than a work context (Wilson and Elsweiler, 2010) and thus 

tend to follow more exploratory behaviour (Mayr et al., 2016). Supporting these more open-ended goals 

and less experienced users in their interactions with search interfaces in general is traditionally seen as 

the domain of exploratory search (Marchionini, 2006; White et al., 2009). Exploratory search interfaces 

are generally designed to provide the user with guidance as to which keywords will produce search 

results and to help them narrow down their search, using features such as query suggestion and search 

facets. While these provide some indications as to which search terms will produce results, they 

generally do not provide an overview of the collection as a whole and still assume that users come to the

system with at least a partially defined goal. Addressing this gap has been the task of exploratory 

interfaces developed under the labels of rich prospect browsing (Ruecker et al., 2011) and generous 

interfaces (Whitelaw, 2015). While they differ in some aspects, which will be explored in more detail 

later, both labels place a strong focus on providing the user with an initial overview over the collection 

and on allowing the exploration of said collection without having to enter a search query. These ideas 

have spurred the development of a range of interesting and innovative interfaces, however none of 



these have seen any major uptake outside the institutions they were developed for. This is in part 

because developing or even just adapting such interfaces is significantly more complex than deploying an

off-the-shelf search interface (Ruecker et al., 2011), but also because, particularly for museums, the 

question of what a digital, virtual, or online presentation should be is still a contested area (Biedermann, 

2017; Meehan, 2020). 

The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows: first we will investigate the current state of 

interfaces for accessing GLAM’s digital holdings in more detail. We will look at the kind of data available 

to users, the boundaries experienced by users in accessing the data, the types of interfaces that have 

been developed to overcome these boundaries, and techniques for automatically structuring collections

to support access. The second major section will introduce the Digital Museum Map (DMM). The DMM 

demonstrates how to address the issues with exploring large, digital collections, by providing a 

generous, browsable interface, that is based on an automatically generated organisational hierarchy, 

and that can be applied to any collection without major human input.

Background 

Many GLAMs house large heterogeneous collections and, through digitisation, have created digital 

collections covering parts of their physical collections. In many cases, the GLAMs have then made these 

digital collections available online. One limitation of the digitisation process is that it is very resource 

intensive, and as a result, most institutions have an ongoing, rolling digitisation programme (Denbo et al.,

2008). This continuous digitisation process means that any curated online presentation of the collections 

needs to be continuously updated, creating an ever-growing digital environment. 

Where these digital collections have been made available online, they generally consist of images of the 

items together with meta-data describing the item. The meta-data are typically drawn from the 

institution’s own catalogues. In the case of libraries, these catalogues are generally created to enable 



access to the holdings by the reader, however in galleries, museums, and archives the catalogues focus 

primarily on providing museum staff or professional researchers (Eklund, 2012; Vane, 2020) with details 

of the artefacts such as provenance, descriptive, and organisational information (such as dates, 

condition, material, style, rights, acquisition, genre, …). These meta-data were generally created when 

the institution acquired the object, and while in the digitisation process, the data are sometimes cleaned

and standardised, Agirre et al. (2013) show that the meta-data of items are often limited and 

incomplete. This represents less of a technical issue for off-the-shelf faceted search systems, which 

easily deal with limited or missing data, although lower meta-data quality will obviously impact how 

successfully users can use the search system. However, for more complex interfaces that go beyond 

search, preprocessing the data-set is necessary. This preprocessing ranges from simpler tasks, such as 

normalising spellings or date formats, to automatically structuring the collections, where no or no 

consistent structuring is available.

Accessing the Collections 

The GLAM websites that house the online collections also provide other types of information, including 

information about the institution, how to visit the physical institutions, selected items from the 

institution’s holdings, and potentially an online gift shop. Due to GLAMs continued focus on their 

physical spaces, these other information services tend to receive the majority of attention, with the full

collections access often treated as more of an afterthought. 

Initially, where collections were made available, the interface for accessing the collection tended to be 

either a single white search box (basic search) or a set of search boxes, where each supported search in 

a specific meta-data field (advanced search). These search interfaces provided a fast and efficient entry 

point into the collection for the users familiar with either the collection itself or with the kind of data 

the collection contained. These users generally have a high degree of both specific and general CH 



knowledge (Academics, Museum Staff, Research professionals, ...) and typically have a particular 

information need, which enables them to successfully convert their need into the appropriate search 

terms to find what they are looking for (Marchionini, 2003; Falk, 2009; Skov and Ingwersen, 2008). 

For users who have lower levels of CH knowledge (Marchionini, 2003; Falk, 2009; Walsh et al., 2020) or 

have a less focused information need (Casual users, General public, Non-professional users, ...), the blank

search box represents a significant barrier to accessing the collection (Belkin, 1982; Whitelaw, 2015). For 

online collections, this is a particular problem, as Walsh et al. (2020) showed that the majority (almost 

70%) of a national museum’s online audience was from this lower CH knowledge group. Additionally, 

users from this group are less likely to be frequent visitors (most are first-time visitors) and have a strong

preference for browsing based access. The lack of prior experience means that these users need more 

help and information when getting started with the collection. Without this supporting information, this 

group of users is likely to give up and move on relatively quickly (Hall et al., 2012b). 

To help those users who have less knowledge of the collection or who have less clear information needs, 

White (2009) suggested exploratory search systems. The most common interface for supporting 

exploratory search is the faceted search interface mentioned earlier. The advantage of the faceted 

search interface is that, in addition to the search box, for a selection of the collection’s meta-data fields, 

the interface shows the user a choice of the most common values. Instead of being required to enter a 

search term, the user can select a value from the facet list and see results for that value. The exact facets

used depend on the available meta-data, but commonly available facets include dates, locations, 

categories, materials, and techniques. Letting the user select from these facets reduces the chance of 

getting a zero-result (Hearst, 2006; Russel-Rose and Tate, 2012), which particularly aids non-expert 

users, who can, in that way, learn what search terms will lead to results. 

The main limitation of faceted search interfaces are that the number of different values that can be 



shown in the facets is restricted by the space available in the interface (Lang, 2013). This is problematic

for collections access, as the heterogeneous nature of DCH collections means that every facet tends to 

have a long tail of values that do not occur very frequently. As faceted search interfaces will generally 

only show 10 or 20 of the most common values, none of these infrequent values will be accessible 

through the facet interface and thus remain undiscoverable to the user. Nevertheless, faceted search 

systems represent the most common interface for collection level access in DCH. 

From Searching to Browsing 

Faceted search, while assisting users with determining appropriate search keywords and thus reducing 

the barriers to using these interfaces for non-expert users, is still designed around search, even though 

non-expert users prefer browsing-based interfaces (Walsh et al., 2020). When developing browsing-

based interfaces, there are two main requirements. First, they need to provide an initial overview of the 

collection (Greene et al., 2000; Hibberd, 2014). Second, through the browsing and visualisation interface,

they must support the user in exploring the collection and gradually building up a more detailed 

understanding of the content (Giacometti, 2009; Mauri et al., 2013). 

Where a browsing-based interface is provided by the GLAM institution, currently the most common 

interface is the manually curated digital exhibition (Coudyzer and van den Broek, 2015), although some 

libraries also provide browsing access via existing classification systems such as Dewey Decimal 

Classification (Vizine-Goetz, 2009; Lardera et al., 2018). The manually curated exhibitions generally 

provide an overview of the collection and very detailed information on a curated set of high-importance

items. The main issue with these is that they require manual curation and creation and this does not 

scale to the amount of data in modern collections and struggles to keep up with the ongoing digitisation

processes. While there have been attempts at automatically combining explanatory text with items 

selected from the collections (Hall et al., 2012b) to overcome the scaling limits and dynamically create 



exhibitions on a topic selected by the user, the results have not seen widespread uptake. 

Rich Prospect Browsing and Generous Interfaces 

Instead the focus has been on more informative, supportive, and scalable browsing interfaces labelled as

either “Rich Prospect Browsing” (Ruecker et al., 2011) or more recently “Generous Interfaces” 

(Whitelaw, 2015). The two terms were developed independently, but essentially describe the same core 

idea of providing an interface that does not require a-priori expertise of either the interface or the 

collection in order to use the interface successfully. 

The driving principle behind Ruecker et al. (2011)’s rich prospect browsing is Schneiderman (1996)’s 

interaction pattern of “overview first, zoom and filter, then details on demand.” The core requirement 

of rich prospect browsing is that upon entering the collection, the user should be provided with a 

meaningful representation of every item in the collection. The user should then be able to manipulate 

this representation to explore the collection. 

An example that tries to get as close to the meaningful representation of every item is Foo (2016)’s 

interface for a public-domain release of about 178 000 items from the New York Public Library. The 

initial screen shows a grid with a small thumbnail of every item, as expected from a rich prospect 

browsing interface. Users can click on the images to get more detail about them and navigate between 

them. The images on the initial screen are organised by time, but can also be arranged by genre, 

collection, or colour. The big question the interface raises is whether the tiny thumbnails, each 

thumbnail is only a few pixels large, represent a meaningful representation of the individual items, as, 

apart from colour differences, it is very difficult to discern anything about the items. 

Whitelaw (2015)’s generous interface is a slightly more generic concept, which is less prescriptive 

regarding specific interface elements. A generous interface should also provide an initial view of the 

collection. Unlike with rich prospect browsing, the assumption is that the initial screen shows a sample 



drawn from the collection, rather than all the items. The sample provides the starting point and clues 

that assist the user in then exploring the collection.

An interesting example of a generous interface is Coburn (2016)’s “Collections Dive”, using items from 

the Tyne and Wear museum’s archive (http://www.collectionsdivetwmuseums.org.uk/). Here the user is 

initially presented with a random sample of related items and can then, by scrolling down, request more 

items. Depending on the speed at which the user scrolls, the additional items are more (slow scrolling) or

less (fast scrolling) similar to the previously visible items. In this way, the user can explore the collection. 

The user can then also select items to see further details about them. As Speakman et al. (2016) show, 

the interface is very engaging, but because the user can only scroll and has no control over what kind of 

items are shown next, only how similar they are to what they saw previously, it does not achieve 

extended engagement. 

Visualisations for Browsing

The two interfaces nicely demonstrate that to develop browsing-based interfaces that scale to the size of

current GLAM collections, the display of items has to be augmented with controls that allow the user to 

move between different parts of the collection. The most common approaches to this are visualisations 

and hierarchical navigation structures. Of the two, visualisations are used more frequently and 

Windhager et al. (2018) provide a detailed overview of the possible visualisation methods. Common 

visualisation methods include timelines, spatial (map) displays, network diagrams, and word clouds. The 

main advantage of these is that while they may require the collection’s meta-data to contain specific 

fields (for example time or location information), if these requirements are met, they can be used to 

visualise and provide access to any kind of collection.

Timeline visualisations  work by showing the user a horizontal or vertical timeline and the items in the 



collection are then placed on this timeline based on their date(s). By interacting with the timeline the 

user can easily restrict the items they see based on the time-period they are interested in. Glinka et al. 

(2017) demonstrate the use of a timeline as the primary method for organising and browsing a 

collection, where all or at least the vast majority of items have temporal meta-data. Their timeline 

visualisation shows not only when the items in the collection were created, but also shows how many 

items can be found at each point in time, providing additional guidance to the user. The interface also 

includes the functionality to restrict the timeline by keyword. This illustrates one limitation of timelines, 

which is that time on its own is a very limited organisational principle, and that an additional structuring 

principle is often required. While timelines are usually shown as linear features, Hinrichs et al. (2008) 

demonstrate that other displays are also possible, using concentric “tree-trunk” visualisation that 

represents a range of time periods.

Düring et al. (2015) demonstrate the use of network diagrams as a visual interface to a collection. In a 

network diagram, the items and meta-data values are shown as nodes, with edges between items and 

their meta-data values. DCH collections are generally well suited to network diagrams, as items often 

share where they were created, who created them, or what kind of thing they are, predisposing them to 

a network display. The power of network diagrams is that they allow for very efficient horizontal 

navigation through the collection. At the same time, the main limitation of network diagrams is that they

do not scale that well. In particular, as the number of edges increases, it becomes difficult to visually 

distinguish which nodes are linked, as the network diagram degenerates into a black mess of lines. 

Spatial displays are the most varied visualisation method. In the most common case, a 2-dimensional 

map is used to visualise the spatial meta-data (Simon et al., 2016). The advantage of this kind of map is 

that the user can zoom out to see an overview over the collection and zoom back in to see individual 

items. They can also easily be combined with a temporal visualisation. The most significant limitation of 

maps is that they require that the items have spatial meta-data and that it is in a computer-readable 



form that gives an exact location, as current web-based maps cannot handle vague spatial information. 

Where spatial meta-data is only available as complex natural language descriptions such as “found next 

to the river Nile” or very imprecise descriptions such as “printed in Germany”, current map interfaces are

not able to represent these locations accurately or at all, making these items inaccessible via the map 

visualisation.

The 2-dimensional map can also be used to display other information. For example, Descy (2009) 

describes the use of map interfaces to visualise search result clusters. Similarly, Hall and Clough (2013) 

present an interactive map visualisation that enables the exploration of a hierarchical structure used to

organise a collection of about 500k items taken from Europeana. In that interface, the elements on the 

map no longer represent real-world geography, but instead a virtual geography, where the map 

elements are concepts from the hierarchy. This combines the value of a hierarchy for structuring things

and the map as a known interface for exploring the world.

Word clouds (Feinberg, 2010) represent another visualisation technique. A word cloud is generated by 

extracting keywords from all items in the collection and then displaying the most frequent keywords 

(Sinclair and Cardew-Hall, 2008; Wilson et al., 2012). Users can then select keywords in the word cloud 

and see the items associated with that keyword. Various visual modifications, such as font size or 

colour, can be applied to the displayed keywords and used to provide additional information such as 

the relative frequency of the displayed keywords (Lohmann et al., 2009), guiding users in their 

exploration. They are relatively similar to the facets in a faceted search system and share many of their 

advantages, such as ease of generation, and disadvantages, such as not scaling well to the large 

number of diverse keywords common in heterogeneous DCH collections.

Browsing Navigational Structures

The alternative to the use of visualisations is the provisioning of a navigation structure. This is generally



provided in the form of a hierarchy or taxonomy of concepts. The hierarchical structure can either be 

used directly for browsing, displaying the hierarchy as a tree or can be visualised in another way, for 

example, tag-clouds or a map, as demonstrated in the PATHS project (Hall et al., 2014). The difficulty 

with these is that they require the items to be mapped into an existing hierarchy, either manually or 

automatically. Libraries are often at an advantage in this, as their collections tend to use a standardised

classification hierarchy, which can be browsed on its own or integrated into the search process to 

enable a mixed search and browse interface (Golub, 2018).

Organising Collections 

For many browsing-based interfaces, the items in the collection need to be placed into an 

organisational structure of some kind. The structure then provides the links that the users use to 

browse the collection. Methods for undertaking this curation of items can be classified along three 

primary axes: manual vs. automatic methods, flat vs. hierarchical structures, and purely data-driven 

methods vs. methods that include external data.

Manual Organisation of Collections

Manual curation (Rao et al., 1995) of an organisational hierarchy is likely to produce the highest quality 

and most domain-specific curation of the collection. However, it is also the most resource-intensive 

approach and in general for most GLAM institutions, not a viable approach, even though there is work 

ongoing on improving tool support for the process (see for example Rehm et al. (2019)).  Libraries 

represent an exception in this case, as most use a standardised classification scheme, such as Dewey 

Decimal Classification (DDC) (https://www.oclc.org/en/dewey.html), Universal Decimal Classification 

(http://www.udcc.org/), Library of Congress Subject Headings 

(https://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects.html), or BISAC (Book Industry Standards and Communications) 



Subject Headings (https://bisg.org/page/BISACEdition) to organise their collections. An in-depth 

discussion of these schemes is outside the scope of this chapter, but they are generally hierarchical in 

nature and as such can be used to support a browsing-based interface.

When it comes to manually adding a hierarchical classification scheme to collections that do not use one

or do not consistently use one, rather than relying on in-house expertise, crowdsourcing is often seen as 

a solution to scaling up the process (Sun et al., 2015; Yagui et al., 2019), but as Yagui et al. (2019) show, 

evaluation and input by domain experts are still required, which means that while the resource 

bottleneck is reduced, it is not removed.

Automatic Organisation of Collections

Automatic methods for organising collections offer a way of overcoming this bottleneck. At the simplest 

level, these methods employ basic clustering algorithms to create a flat partition of the collection (Hall  et

al., 2012a). The limitation of such a pure flat partitioning is that for larger collections, the number of 

partitions quickly grows to such a degree that navigating these becomes difficult. Algorithms that 

organise the collection into a hierarchical structure offer to address this. Such algorithms can either be 

purely data-driven or be based on an existing hierarchy or taxonomy.

The pure data-driven algorithms can use a variety of methods including hierarchical Latent Dirichlet 

Allocation (LDA) (Griffiths et al., 2003), multi-branch clustering (Liu et al., 2012), co-occurrence 

(Sanderson and Croft, 1999), or word embeddings (Luu et al., 2016). The advantage of these algorithms 

is that they do not require any external data and will place all of the concepts and items into a 

hierarchy. The downside is that while the arrangement of the concepts in the generated hierarchy will 

be "correct" as far as the algorithm is concerned, the resulting hierarchy is not guaranteed to match 

what people would consider an appropriate hierarchy. Depending on the algorithm, adding new data 

may also lead to significant changes to the hierarchy structure, which makes it harder for users to refind



things after such a change. The pure data-driven approaches are also not capable of generalising 

concepts, so would, for example, be unlikely to group plates and cups under the concept of crockery, 

unless that concept also existed in the meta-data. 

Using existing hierarchies addresses these issues and in previous work a range of hierarchies have been 

used, including WordNet (Navigli et al., 2003; Stoica et al., 2007), Wikipedia (Milne et al., 2007; 

Fernando et al., 2012), and DDC (Lin et al., 2017). Other approaches have combined concepts drawn 

from multiple, existing hierarchies including Library of Congress Subject Headings, DBPedia, Wikidata, 

or the Art and Architecture Thesaurus (Hall et al., 2014; Charles et al., 2018). While the use of existing 

hierarchies ensures that the structure follows patterns that are closer to people’s expectations of such a

hierarchy, if the concepts used in the collection do not exist in the chosen hierarchy, then the affected 

items cannot be mapped into the hierarchy. The algorithm we present in this chapter addresses these 

issues and by using a mix of pure data-driven hierarchy creation together with an existing hierarchy (the

Art and Architecture Thesaurus) to create an organisational hierarchy that is based on the existing 

hierarchy, but also includes more specific concepts derived from the items’ meta-data. 

The Digital Museum Map 

The Digital Museum Map (DMM) addresses some of the issues raised above, in particular providing an 

interface that is amenable to the kind of open-ended browsing discussed earlier, that scales to large 

collections, and that requires only minimal human input into the curation and visualisation process 

(https://github.com/scmmmh/museum-map, https://museum-map.research.room3b.eu/). The core 

idea behind the DMM’s exploration interface is that the museum floor plan is an established and well-

known method for exploring a physical museum and the DMM uses the same visualisation, but this time

for a virtual museum, that is automatically generated for a specific collection. Naturally such an interface

is more suited for museums’ and archives’ collections and for a library-shelves-inspired interface see Hall



(2014).

The DMM is a complete redevelopment of the initial algorithms and interface (Hall, 2018), based on the 

experience of developing and deploying the initial DMM. In particular the new algorithm scales more 

easily and is less tailored to the collection used in the development process. The browsing interface has 

also been revised to take into account informal observations of how non-specialist users interacted with 

the initial DMM. It does, however, retain the main metaphor of exploring a physical museum, with 

different rooms, floors, and buildings. 

Data 

The initial version of the DMM was based on a selection of objects from National Museums Liverpool. For

the new version presented here, the DMM uses a collection of 14351 objects from the Victoria & Albert 

(V&A) museum’s digital collection (https://collections.vam.ac.uk/). The items were acquired using the 

V&A’s API and then loaded into a relational database for all further processing. The collection is 

representative of the kind of heterogeneity that characterises most GLAM collections and contains 

amongst other things pottery, paintings, prints, clothing, jewellery, designs for various types of objects, 

sculptures, and photographs. 

Each item has a number of meta-data fields attached to it. The ones that are relevant to the DMM are 

the “object” field, which contains each item’s primary classification (jug, earring, …), the “concepts”, 

“subjects”, “materials”, “techniques”, “year_start”, and “year_end” fields, which are used in the group 

generation process, and the “title”, “description”, “physical_description”, and “notes” fields, which are 

used to determine similarity between items. We only use the free-text fields for the similarity 

calculation, as these provide the most nuanced description of the items. All of these are also displayed 

in the interface. 



The DMM Generation Process 

The DMM generation process is shown in Figure 1. It’s aim is to transform the unstructured set of item 

meta-data into a set of “rooms”, distributed over one or more “floors”, where each “room” contains a 

group of similar items. It starts with an initial processing of all the items in the collection, which extends

the meta-data with values required to organise the items (Classification augmentation & Similarity 

Vector Generation). The processed items are then grouped (Basic Group Generation) and the groups 

arranged into an hierarchical structure (Parent Group Generation & Large Group Splitting). Finally, the 

groups are placed into the floor layout (Room Layouting), which is what the users will then use to 

explore the collection.

Figure 1: The DMM generation process. The two steps in the item processing stage can be parallelised,

but the remainder of the processing workflow is linear. 

Item Processing 

In order to organise the items into cohesive groups based on their meta-data, the DMM has to 

generate two pieces of information for each item. The first is the hierarchy of classification values 

used to create the groups. The second is a similarity vector, which is used in the group creation and 

item layouting steps. 



Classification Augmentation 

Each item’s primary classification is defined by the  value in the “object” field (e.g. “drawing of a wedding

dress”). The values are often very specific to the individual item and if only those values were used to 

group the items, then a significant fraction of the collection would remain ungrouped or the resulting 

groups would only include a few items. To ensure the generated groups have an appropriate size, from 

past experience this lies between 15 and 120 items, the DMM initially employs natural language 

processing (NLP) techniques to extract more generic concepts from the item meta-data and then pulls in 

additional hierarchy information from the Getty Art and Architecture Thesaurus (AAT) 

(https://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/aat/) (Petersen, 1990).

To extract the more generic concepts the DMM uses a series of heuristics that extract more generic 

concepts from the existing meta-data (Table 1). These are applied greedily in the order shown in Table 1 

and recursively to the extracted concepts. For example, for the primary classification “drawing of a 

wedding dress”, the “A of B” heuristic would be the first one that applies and “drawing” and “wedding 

dress” would be the two extracted concepts. The heuristics are then applied recursively to both the 

extracted concepts, resulting in the concept “dress” being extracted from “wedding dress” (using the 

final “A B” heuristic). The more generic concepts are added to the primary classification value to create a 

list of classification values ["design for a wedding dress", "wedding dress", "design", "dress"].

Table 1: The NLP heuristics. The “Heuristic” column shows the heuristic pattern, where A and B are one 

or more words. The “Extracted” column shows the extracted concepts and the order in which they are 

added to the classification value. The final column shows an example for each heuristic. 

Heuristic Extracted Example

A for B B, A Design for brooch -> brooch, design



A (B) A, B Cap (headgear) -> cap, headgear

A with B A, B Cup with stand -> cup, stand

A of B B, A Drawing of a dress -> dress, drawing

A from B B, A Page from a sketchbook -> sketchbook, page

A & B A, B Cup & saucher -> cup, saucher

A and B A, B Cup and saucer -> cup, saucer

A, B A, B Bowl, fragment -> bowl, fragment

A or B A, B Screen or balustrade -> screen, balustrade

A B B Tea cup -> cup

While the NLP augmentation extracts additional information from the classification value, higher level 

classification concepts need to be added from an external source and we use the AAT for this purpose.

The AAT contains over 71k concepts (with over 400k terms for these concepts), arranged into eight 

faces (associated concepts, physical attributes, styles and periods, agents, activities, materials, and 

objects) to support catalogue and retrieve items from art, architecture, and other visual cultural 

heritage. In addition to a search system it provides a search API 

(http://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/obtain/download.html) and each term in the 

augmented classification list is sent to the API and the parent hierarchy information extracted from 

the result. The DMM uses caching to reduce the number of requests sent to the AAT and to improve 

processing speed. 

Where concepts are ambiguous and thus there are multiple hierarchies, the concepts from all hierarchies

are added to the classification list. We then apply some post-processing on the concepts from the 



hierarchies. Duplicate concepts are only added once to the classification list. Concepts that end in 

“genre” or “facet” have that suffix stripped and are then added to the classification list, if not already 

present. Finally, purely organisational sub-division concepts such as “X by Y” (for example “containers by 

function”) are filtered. This is because while they help with organising the AAT, they are not appropriate 

labels for use in the DMM. The resulting augmented list of classification values is added to the item’s 

meta-data in an additional field. 

Similarity Vector Generation 

When creating the groups and when arranging individual items in a group for display, the items are 

ordered so that similar items are placed together. There are a range of similarity measures that could be 

used, but here we use a very simple approach introduced in Aletras et al. (2013). The similarity measure 

first creates a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model (Blei et al., 2003) for all items in the collection and 

then calculates the topic vector for each item. Item similarity can then be calculated using cosine - 

similarity between pairs of topic vectors. 

The LDA model is created based on the contents of the “title”, “description”, “physical_description”, and 

“notes” fields. For each item the four fields are concatenated and then tokenised using the open-source 

NLP library Spacy (https://spacy.io). Punctuation and space tokens are filtered and the remaining tokens 

stored in the item’s meta-data. Using these tokens, we generate a 300 topic LDA model using the 

Gensim topic-modelling library (Rehurek and Sojka, 2010). We use Gensim’s default dictionary extremes 

filtering settings of removing all tokens that occur less than 5 times or in more than 50% of all items. 

However, we use all remaining tokens, rather than the default setting of keeping only the 100000 most 

frequent tokens. This is necessary as some items have very little text and thus very few tokens. Filtering 

infrequent tokens would lead to these items not having any topics assigned to them. We then calculate 

the topic vector for each item and store the resulting vector with the item. 



Group Generation 

The second step is the creation of groups, where each group has between 15 and 120 items in it. The 

limits are based on experience, but are fully configurable. In particular, the lower boundary can be 

increased, if the collection is more homogenous and there are fewer uncommon classification values. As 

shown in Figure 1, generating the groups consists of a number of steps. First, the basic groups are 

generated and post-processed, then they are arranged into a hierarchy, which is then cleaned, before 

splitting any remaining, large groups. 

Generating the Basic Groups 

Unlike the initial DMM, which took a top-down approach, in the current DMM we take an iterative, 

greedy, bottom-up approach to grouping the items. The generation is based on the lists of classification 

values created earlier during the item processing. In each iteration the algorithm first calculates the 

frequencies for all classification values of those items that have not yet been assigned to a group. We 

filter all values that occur less than 15 times and from the remaining values the algorithm selects the 

value with the fewest occurrences. A new group is created for this value and all unassigned items that 

have that value are assigned to the new group. The algorithm then moves on to the next iteration, until 

no values remain that occur at least 15 times.

The reason for selecting the classification value with the fewest occurrences is that this is likely to create 

more cohesive and size-wise more displayable groups of items. At the same time the greedy, bottom up 

approach can lead to a situation, where some items are not allocated to any group, even though they 

share a concept with at least 15 other items. This is because the other items may have been allocated to 

another group, based on another concept, reducing the number of unallocated items with the first 

concept to below 15. For the current collection, the algorithm fails to allocate 101 (0.7%) items. A 

manual analysis of these items indicates that the majority fall into three categories: items with very 

specific classifications that neither the NLP nor the AAt processing can group (e.g. “copy of the hedda”), 



items where there are only one or two of that type in the collection (e.g. “gun”), or concepts for which 

the AAT API does not return a result (e.g. “Tea-urn”).

For future work it may be worth considering whether the similarity vectors could be used to assign the

unallocated items to groups. Alternatively, the items may be placed in the “corridors” of the 

visualisation or simply grouped together in an “Odds & Ends” group. 

In the original source data, the classification value is generally in the singular form, while the AAT 

generally uses the plural form. Because the data-driven generation algorithm does not take this into 

account, there is the potential for one group to exist with the singular form of a concept and a second 

one with the plural form. In a post-processing step, we identify all singular-plural pairs, re-assign the 

items from the singular to the plural form group, and delete the singular form group. We retain the 

plural form, as this form is more appropriate when labelling rooms. 

Adding Parent Groups 

The DMM does not use the hierarchical structure for navigation by the user. However, when 

organising the groups into the 2-d layout, we want related groups to be placed close to each other 

and to achieve that, we need to organise the groups into a hierarchy. In practice, because the AAT is 

organised into eight facets that do not have a shared parent, there will not be a single hierarchy, but 

initially up to eight hierarchies.

To create these hierarchies, we first determine the AAT hierarchy for each group’s concept. Then for 

each concept in the hierarchy, a group is created, unless that group already exists and the parent-

child relationship between the hierarchy concepts is set. If no match is found in the AAT, then the 

NLP augmentation, as described earlier, is applied to the group’s concept. If for any of the new 

concepts identified by the NLP augmentation, there is already a group, then the current group is 

added as a child under that group. If no group exists for any of the concepts identified by the NLP 



augmentation, then each concept is looked up in the AAT. The current group is then assigned to the 

first hierarchy that is found in the AAT. 

After the hierarchies have been created, two post-processing steps are applied. First, any groups that 

have only a single child group and no items are pruned, as they don’t add any useful information. 

Second, for any group that has both child groups and items, the items are added into a new group that 

has the same label as the original group and the new group is added as a child to the original group. This 

ensures that items are only placed in the leaf nodes, which makes the layouting algorithm simpler. 

Splitting Large Groups 

At this point there will be a small set of topics with more than 120 items. For the room layouting we have

defined 120 items as the maximum number of items per room. These groups thus need to be split  into 

smaller sub-groups, before they can be placed into rooms. When splitting these we treat groups with 

between 120 and 300 items separately from those with over 300 items. For groups of the first type, we 

first attempt to split them by time and if that does not produce a split, then they are split by similarity. 

For the larger groups, we first attempt to split them by one of four attributes (“concepts”, “subjects”, 

“materials”, “techniques”). If that does not work, then we attempt to split by time and if that does not 

work, then by similarity.

When splitting by attribute, the approach is similar to that used when generating the basic groups. First 

we calculate the frequency of all attribute values, filtering those attribute values that occur less than 15 

times or cover more than two-thirds of the items, as neither are appropriate for splitting the group. 

Next, we check that the remaining attribute values cover at least 90% of the items. We then sort the 

attribute values by increasing frequency and then iterate over the sorted attribute values, assigning 

items to the first value that they have. The new groups are all labelled with the label of the original 

group plus their attribute value. Finally, any items that are not allocated to an attribute value group are 



placed into a new group with the same label as the original group. 

If no attribute can split the group, or if the group has less than 300 items, then an attempt is made to 

split the group by time. In order to split the group by time, at least 95% of items in the group must have 

a temporal attribute set. Then the number of items per year is counted and the earliest and latest year 

determined. If the time span defined by the earliest and latest year is greater than 10 years and less 

than or equal to 100, the group is split by decade. If the time span is greater than 100, it is split by 

century. In either case the items are then sorted by the temporal attribute and placed into decade or 

century bins. Where temporally adjacent bins have less than 100 combined items, the bins are merged. 

For each unmerged bin, a new sub-group is created, labelled by the name of the parent group and the 

time period it covers. Any items that do not have a temporal attribute are placed in a new sub-group, 

with the same label as the original group, as is done when splitting by attribute case. 

Finally, if neither attribute nor temporal splitting are possible, then the large groups are split into 

smaller groups using the item similarity. In this approach the items are first sorted using a greedy 

algorithm. The first item is copied from the input list to the sorted list and set as the current item. Then 

the current item’s similarity to all unsorted items is calculated, using cosine similarity of the topic 

vectors calculated earlier. The most similar item is added to the sorted list and set as the current item. 

This is repeated until all items have been sorted. The sorted list is then split evenly into bins, with the 

number of bins calculated as the number of items in the group divided by 100. For each bin a new sub 

group is added, with the same label as the original group. 

Overall, for the 14351 items, the algorithm generates a total of 390 groups in 7 hierarchies. Of these 286 

are leaf groups, which contain items, and which are used in the next layouting step. 

Room Layouting 

Unlike the group generation, which is completely automatic, the room layouting requires some manual 



input: a 2-d floor layout, a list of rooms with their maximum sizes, and the order in which the rooms 

should be processed. Each room has a set maximum number of items that it can contain. In the 

hierarchies created in the previous step, only the leaf nodes contain items, so only those are fed into 

the room layouting algorithm. To ensure that related leaf nodes are placed as closely as possible, the 

list of leaf groups to layout is generated by walking the trees in a depth-first manner. 

To assign the groups to rooms, the algorithm loops over the list of rooms. It then checks if the next 

unassigned group has less items than the room can contain. If this is the case, then the group is assigned 

to the room. Then the algorithm repeats this process for the next unassigned group. If the next 

unassigned group has more items than the current room can contain, then that room is left “unused”. 

If, after all rooms have been assigned one or more groups, there are still unassigned groups, a new 

“floor” is created with a new list of rooms and the assignment algorithm restarts with the new list of 

rooms. This process is repeated until all groups have been assigned to rooms. In the case of the example 

collection, the 286 leaf groups are assigned to 286 rooms, spread over 5 floors (an example of a single 

floor’s layout is shown in Figure 2). The rooms, spread across the floors, together with the assigned 

groups are then used by the browsing interface to let the user explore the collection. 

Browsing Interface 

Figure 2 shows the main floor plan interface the users use to explore the collection. As the screenshot 

shows, because the floorplan is provided, the resulting layout looks very natural and similar to a physical 

museum’s layout. Using the arrows next to the floor number, the user can move between the different 

floors. When moving the mouse over the floorplan, the user is shown a sample image taken from the 

items in that room. We are currently experimenting with how many samples to show and how to 

generate a brief textual summary of the items, to give the user a better idea of what the room contains. 



When viewing a room, the items are arranged based on the similarity vectors calculated earlier and 

sorted using the greedy algorithm described earlier. To navigate between the rooms the user can always 

show the floorplan. Additionally, where the map shows “doors” between the current room and another 

room, a link is shown in the room view, allowing the user to move from room to room, exploring the 

museum. By clicking on a single item, the user can show a relatively standard detail-view of the item and 

its meta-data.

Figur

e 2: The Museum Map browsing interface showing the floorplan interface for exploring the collection in 
the foreground and the grid of items for a single room in the background. The currently visited room is 
highlighted, as is the room the user has moved their mouse over. For the room the user’s 

mouse is hovering over, a preview is shown in the bottom-left corner. 

Conclusion 

The digital cultural heritage collections created through the digitisation of GLAMs’ holdings have made 

available vast numbers of digital items to everybody. However, non-specialist users generally lack the 

expertise needed to access these successfully. Various approaches have been made to open the digital 

collections of GLAMs to wider audiences. From improving simple search boxes by adding facets to the 

search interface, all the way to browsable, visual interfaces under the label of rich prospect browsing or



generous interfaces designed to overcome the inadequacies of the search-only and faceted search 

interfaces (Vane, 2020). However, none of the browsable, visual interfaces have seen any widespread 

uptake, in part because they are time-consuming and expensive to design and develop and are usually 

built for one specific collection (Haskiya, 2019). As a result, they tend not to be applied to collections 

other than the one they were made for.

The open-source Digital Museum Map (DMM) system presented in this chapter addresses this 

limitation by providing a generous, browsing-based interface that can be applied to any collection and 

that generates the interface with minimal manual input (https://github.com/scmmmh/museum-map, 

https://museum-map.research.room3b.eu/). 

This chapter illustrates that while there has been some work looking at moving beyond search as the 

interface for exploring large DCH collections, the area is still in its infancy and has a large number of open

questions that need investigation, some of which are discussed below.

The biggest is how to evaluate the success of an interface designed for open-ended exploration. As such 

an interface is designed for users with no or at most a very vague information need, how does one judge 

to what degree the interface has worked for them? Is it a success if the users are engaged with the 

system? If they spend longer exploring than with standard search systems? If they return at a later point?

If they show an increase in knowledge of some kind? Developments in this area are particularly crucial, 

as they will enable comparisons between solutions, transforming research in this area from the current 

more exploratory approach into a more formal structure.

Another major direction for future work highlighted by this chapter is how to generate an overview or 

summary of the items in the collection. Such an overview would always be based on a sample drawn 

from the collection and the sample would have to be both representative of the whole collection and 

also enticing enough that it engages users and encourages exploration. This requires developing an 



understanding of what makes a “good” sample, what makes an “interesting” item to sample from the 

collection, and how these items should be tied together and presented to the user. It is also necessary 

to investigate whether such an overview sample should be static, change with each viewing, or mix 

static and dynamically selected items.

How to make browsing interfaces scale not just to tens of thousands of items, but to millions of items, is 

another open research question for browsing systems. The DMM interface enables one possible 

approach, which is grouping together the “floors” into “wings”, “galleries”, or “museums” to create a 

navigation hierarchy, allowing the visual metaphor to scale. Scaling to this size also requires the addition 

of some kind of horizontal browsing support, most likely in the form of recommendations. While there 

has been much work on recommendation in general, little is known about what type of recommendation

users would like to see in a DCH context, in particular how interested and open users are towards 

recommendations that have the potential to surprise them.

While there has been some work on integrating search and browse functionality into one combined 

interface (Hall, 2014; Golub, 2018), in general they are often treated as separate interaction modes. How

to integrate the two more deeply and allow for the user to seamlessly switch between them remains an 

open question.

Finally, in addition to evaluating the system as a whole, we are also in the process of setting up 

evaluations for individual parts of the DMM, including the classification augmentation, similarity 

calculation, and group generation, in order to develop an in-depth understanding of how to create a 

high-quality structure for exploration.
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